2016 global life sciences sector outlook

Deloitte’s yearly look at the topics, trends, issues, and challenges impacting the global life sciences sector.

Global health care spending

Expected drivers of growth

Economic uncertainty — Eurozone crisis
Currency devaluation
Sanctions and falling oil prices
Recession
Stagnating economies

Expected constraints to growth

Regulatory agencies continue to exert pressure on life sciences
Increased focus on R&D
Increased focus on clinical trials
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% of GDP spent on health care globally is expected to decrease to 9.1% by 2019

Economic uncertainty — Eurozone crisis
Currency devaluation
Sanctions and falling oil prices

Rising consumer awareness
Growing prevalence of chronic diseases
Rising population

Key trends impacting the sector

Supply drivers

Demographics
Rising population
Population aging
Growing prevalence of chronic diseases

Economic uncertainty — Eurozone crisis
Currency devaluation
Sanctions and falling oil prices
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Regulatory implications of technology-enabled care
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